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absorption coefficient, 41, 43, 50, 533

general line sum, 360

impact-VVH, 340

integrated, 350, 352

pure Lorentzian, 342

quasi-static form, 362

VVH, 326, 504

VVW, 343

adiabatic switch, 132, 458

angular momentum

orbital, 440, 542

spin, 440, 543

total, 440, 550

antilinear operator, see operator, types

antiunitary operator, see operator, types

base vectors

bivector, 442

Cartesian, 441

spherical, 442

bath, see thermal bath

binary approximation, 10, 68, 71, 147, 412, 526

line space, 414

black body radiation, see thermal emission

body-fixed

components, 551

frame, 282

Born series, 220, 462

bound state, scattering, 463, 467

box-car approximation, 282

box normalization, 472

bra-ket notation, 21, 388

$C$-coefficients, see Clebsch–Gordan coefficients

canonical ensemble, 518

Cartesian tensor, 543

reduction into parts, 544

Cauchy principal part, see principal part

$\chi$-function

CKD, 367

Ma and Tipping, 293

classical path approximation, 70, 148, 265

Clebsch–Gordan coefficients, 61, 116, 554

recursion relations, 555

collision time, 158, 216

collisions

adiabatic, 12, 86, 103

binary, 10, 221

diabatic, 12, 107

elastic, 12, 125

inelastic, 12, 125

optical, 8

strong, 12, 13, 76, 81

weak, 12, 76, 81

commutator, 394, 436

angular momentum, 440

dyadic, 436

fundamental, 439

commuting observables, see complete set

complete set, commuting observables, 20, 60, 551

complex linear operator, 397

complex time, 216

connected operator, 197, 202, 486

continuum, 14

CKD, 367

MT_CKD, 371

quasi-static comparisons, 371

water dimers, 373

core theorem, 86

correlation function, 46, 50

classical origins, 505

ensemble average, 97, 98, 140, 143, 507

linear response, 504

long times, 527

short times, 366, 527

time average, 96, 101, 509, 510

Tsao and Curnutte, 101, 511
correlations, 54, 409, 494
  initial, inclusion, 217, see also
  fluctuation–dissipation theorem, 522
  initial, neglect of, 53, 55, 66, 91, 96, 97, 189, 191, 216, 333
  initial, projected out, 204, 432, 494
coupled basis, line space, 243, 249
coupled state, 554, 558, 576
cross-section
  broadening, 74
  elastic, 178
  inelastic, 178
  optical, 74, 105, 113, 150, 183
total, 179
cut-off, line, 88, 364, 367
cut-off, optical efficiency, 128
Debye absorption, see non-resonant absorption
δ-function
  Fourier conjugate, 586
  nature, 584
  properties, 585
density expansion, see relaxation operator
density operator, 190, 401
canonical, 39
reduced, 410
detailed balance, 185, 187, 252, 318
dipole approximation, 42, 547
direct scattering, 44, 56, 200
dispersion, 529, 534
dominant term approximation, 236
Doppler broadening, 6, 365
dotted-bar elements/amplitudes
  angular momenta, 577
  phase, 579
  related to reduced amplitudes, 568
  symmetry, 564
  vector operators, 563
double-bar elements/amplitudes, see reduced amplitudes
dual space, 388
dyad, 435
Dyson equation, 201, 489, 491
effective interaction operator,
  see relaxation operator
eigenvectors, left/right-handed, 172, 311, 391
electric dipole operator, 36, 42, 541
electric dipole, units, 584
electric quadrupole operator, 543
ergy shell, 131, 163
departures from, 239
Euler angles, 282
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f-sum rule, 327
fluctuation–dissipation theorem, 40, 43, 56, 280, 295,
  325, 331, 334, 358, 503, 508, 520
initial correlations, 522, 525
form factor, 332, 338, 344, 345, 347–349
frequency shell, 88, 237, 239
gauge transformation, Coulomb, 538
generator, 25
golden rule, 36, 40
Green operator, 460, 589
gyromagnetic ratio, 543
Heisenberg picture, 26, 446, 450
Hilbert space, 388
Hilbert transform, 327
HITRAN, molecular line database, 353
Holtsmark distribution, 593
idemfactor, dyadic, 435
idempotent, see operator, types
impact approximation, 75, 132, 147, 234, 237,
  309, 334
impact criteria, 76, 80, 85, 307
impact parameter, 8, 73, 117
in-state, scattering, 132
incoming state, scattering, 464, 471
induced emission, 32, 47
inner product
  line space, 420
  state space, 389
interaction picture, 512
line space, 142, 225, 455
state space, 26, 98, 448, 450, 457
interaction, matter and field, 539
interaction, scalar additive, 68, 190, 219
interruption theories, 10, 87
invariance properties, see also symmetries, 51
invariant subspace, 426, 427
irreducible representation, 190, 241
kinetic equation, 215, 494
Kramers–Kronig relations, 503
Kronecker sum, 408, 554, 576
ladder coefficients, 552
ladder operators, 551
Lambert’s law, 40
Lanczos algorithm, 296
Lennard–Jones potential, 271
line broadening
  elastic phase shifts, 12, 126, 181
  elastic reorientations, 12, 126, 181
  foreign, 44, 281, 285
  inelastic transfers, 12, 126, 180
  middle term, 124, 180
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line broadening (cont.)
outer terms, 124, 180
self, 44, 281, 285
line coupling, 13, 85, 88, 90, 165, 182, 239
line coupling coefficient, 177, 319, 337
complex, 320
derivation, 314
temperature dependency, 357
line coupling function, 292
line mixing, see line coupling
line operator, see Liouville operator
line shape, see also form factor, 332
Gaussian, 6, 365
Gross, 345
impact-VVH, see absorption coefficient
Lorentzian, 8, 84, 87, 106, 115, 176, 240, 250, 319, 335, 338, 364
Voigt, 365
VVH, see absorption coefficient
VWW, see absorption coefficient
line shift, 124, 179, 238
line space, 130, 136, 418
line strength, 342, 353
HITRAN, 355
reduced, 340, 351
line width, see also line broadening, 8, 179, 238
HITRAN, 356
linear functional, 388, 419
linear response, 194, 499, 506
Liouville conjugation, 250, 332, 333, 335, 373, 423
symmetry, 251, 423
Liouville equation, 215, 453, 493
classical, 452
Liouville operator, 130, 190, 193, 413
as line operator, 455
Liouvillian, see Liouville operator
Lippmann–Schwinger equation, 462, 466
local thermodynamic equilibrium, 4, 31, 40, 49, 377
Lorentz theory, 7, 47
LTE, see local thermodynamic equilibrium
magnetic dipole operator, 42, 543
magnetic dipole, units, 584
Markoffian process, see also non-Markoffian, 497
Markov limit, 496
Maxwell’s equations, 530
memory operator, 215, 495
metric, 137
line space, 207, 209, 419
state space, 393
microreversibility, 573
molecular interactions, 266
anisotropic, 266, 272
isotropic, 266, 271
momentum exchange, radiative, 213
multipole expansion, 540
Möller wave operator, 462

natural broadening, 4, 35, 59
non-Markoffian process, 216, 235, 521
non-resonant absorption, 345, 347
nonion form
dyadic operator, 435
spherical tensor, 546
Nyquist relation, generalized, 328, 351
Nyquist theorem, 521
open system, 28, 73, 410
operator, relations
adjoint, 389, 396, 400
complex conjugate, 396, 400
dyadic conjugate, 434, 436
dyadic operator, scalar of, 434, 437, 539
dyadic operator, vector of, 434, 437
dyadic, identities, 438
transpose, 395
operator, types
antilinear, 396, 423
antiunitary, see also transformation, 135, 398
dyadic, see also nonion form, 434
Hermitian, 20, 21, 394
idempotent, 424
isometric, 398, 467
linear, 388, 396, 417
non-Hermitian, 173, 311, 313
normal, 392
unitary, see also transformation, 20, 21, 398
vector, see also T-class vector, 433
optical efficiency, 74, 106, 113, 119, 150
series approximation, 122
optical theorem, 179, 238, 475
out-state, scattering, 132
outgoing state, scattering, 461, 471
parity operator, 241, 572
Parseval’s theorem, 507
permeability, magnetic, 531
permittivity, electric, 531
perturbation expansion, see perturbation series
perturbation series, 29, 68, 451
complex interval, 524
two-state case, 146, 456
perturbative approximation, 120, 527
phase convention
C-coefficients, 61, 556, 571
ladder coefficients, 553
Planck function, see thermal emission
plane wave, see wave, plane
plasma, 592
Poison process, 10, 77, 87, 133, 363
polarization, wave train, 548
potential curve, 265, 266
potential, scalar
binding energy, 537
field energy, 537
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potential, vector
field energy, 537
power spectral density, 46, 50, 507
power-gap law, line coupling, 182
Poynting vector, 37, 531
principal part, Cauchy, 588
projection operator, see projector
projection theorem, 445, 577
projector methods, 200, 215, 485, 490, 493
Zwanzig, 493
projector, Fano’s, 203, 431, 484, 490
projectors, in line space, 427
pure absorption, 32, 47
pure state, 401
quasi-static approximation, 89, 265, 267, 334
radiation factor, 328, 332, 343, 351, 352
radiative transfer equation, 378
real linear operator, 397
rectilinear path, 120
reduced amplitudes, 61, 560, 565, 568
angular momenta, 579
molecular oxygen, 580
symmetry, 571, 575
reduction to collision axes, 75, 116, 149
refractive index, 528
complex, 535
relaxation matrix
block diagonal, 246
relaxation operator, 85, 197, 492
binary reduction, 222
density expansion, 220
effective interaction operator, 131, 150, 165, 170
level shift operator, 197, 493
self-frequency operator, 212, 493
relaxation operator, and memory operator, 496
relaxation parameter, 269, 278
resolvent operator, 140, 194, 477, 589
convolution integral, 225, 481
expansions, 478
resonance exchange, 44, 56, 208, 210, 212
response function, 500
rotation matrix, 282
S-matrix, 459, 467, 475
scalar additive, see interaction scattering
normalization of states, 465
off-shell departures, 469, 483
on-shell, see energy shell
scattering amplitude, 178, 476
scattering operator, 132, 166, 459, 469
line space, 148
scattering system, 457
Schrödinger picture, 26, 446, 449, 457
selection rules, 443, 560
self-frequency operator, see relaxation operator
single molecule excitation, 209
SME, see single molecule excitation
Snell’s law, 382, 536
Sokhotski–Plemelj theorem, 231, 273, 291, 304, 469, 503, 588
space-fixed
components, 551
frame, 282
spectral density function, 41
spectral intensity, 42–44, 50
reduced form, 248
spherical components, 42, 443, 545, 546
spherical harmonic, 283, 545
spherical tensor, 241, 545, 570
adjoint, 570
components, see spherical components
spontaneous emission, 47, 376
SRPA, see statistical random phase approximation
Stark broadening, 594
Stark effect, 592
state vector, 20
statistical correlations, see correlations
statistical mixture, 401
statistical operator, see density operator
statistical random phase approximation, 402
statistical theories, 11, 89
statistical weight, quasi-static, 272, 278, 290, 303
step function, 158, 275, 291, 464, 501, 586
stochastic process, 505
ergodic, 506, 509
Gaussian, 506
non-stationary, 508
stationary, 506, 507
Stockmayer potential, 272
sum-rule
line coupling, 321
relaxation matrix, 184, 252
superoperator, 194, 419
susceptibility tensor, 501
susceptibility, complex, 502, 531
absorptive part, 503
dispersive part, 503
symmetries, 51, 65, 240
T-class vector, see also spherical tensor, 440, 561, 570
adjoint, 443
Teil-matrix, 109
tensor operator, see Cartesian or spherical tensor product
operator, 71, 405
state, 71, 405, 407, 554
tetradic matrix, 409
line space, 420
thermal bath, 53, 188, 411, 521
thermal emission, 47, 374, 375
thermal time, 55, 216, 326, 524
time displacement, 24
time displacement operator
complex interval, 523
line space, 136, 137, 454
state space, 24
time reversal operator, 253, 572
phase factor, 573
time-ordering operator, 30, 68, 146
transformation
antiunitary, 398, 416
unitary, 398
transition operator, 155, 224, 466, 475
line space, 481
transition probability, 329, 565, 568
transition strength, 569
uncoupled line approximation, 78, 100, 516
unified theory, 96, 594
unit systems, 583
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Van Vleck and Huber, see VVH
Van Vleck and Weisskopf, see VVW
vector model, 60
vector potential, see potential, vector
wave equation
electromagnetic field, 528
vector potential, 538
wave function, 23
wave train polarization, see polarization
wave, plane
field, 529
matter, 23
Weisskopf sphere, 9, 96, 106, 116
Wiener–Khinchin theorem, 46, 50, 507, 518
Wigner’s theorem, 398
Wigner–Eckart theorem, 61, 243, 560, 569
wing theorem, 88
y-coefficient, see line coupling coefficient
Zeeman effect, 549
neglect of, 501